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1. Introduction

This essay
“ s concerned with schooling and the future.

As such it has to

i

to do with the future of human society, and

there are some assumptions underlying the analysis that might

just as well be spelt out from the very beginning.

First, it is assumed that education is rapidly becoming a

key element in the general social structure. This is a somewhat

trite statement and can only be given more precise meaning if it

is seen as opposed to the commonly held idea, especially in

classical marxism, that the economic sector (particularly the

organization of production) harbors the key to social under-

standing and social transformation. Certainly, the suggestion

here is not to sudstitute one single-cause theory for another,

but to see education as more or less equally basic. In other

words, it is assumed that changes brought about in the sector

of education will have deep side effects all over socisty.

second, the future of education in general ar: the are

of schools in particular, cannot be understood in isolation. It

has to be conceived of in a social context. In much of future

studies that social contextis essentially taken for siven -

it is our contemporary liberal society ~- with its slow,

relatively continuous and relatively balanced transformation,

within a given matrix. We shall make no such assumption; rather,

it will be assumed that this very society will continue to be

the target of very fundamental criticism, much of which has to

do precisely with the structure of cducation. In other words

the transformation of schools and education will be seen as a

part of general social transformation, partly caused by it,

partly causing it.



Third, in order to comceive of general social transformation

extrapolation within the given social context is insufficient.

It is assumed that there is a basic transformation ahead of us,

something that has to do with a transition from more vertical,

inequitable towards more horizontal, equitable societies.! In

all probability this change is not going to be pleasant for

those on top of our present social structure - not only the

capitalists singled out as victims in marxist analysis, but

equally or even more so the highly educated, the intellectuals,

the professionals - us.

I consider this last point rather important. There has

always been something artificial, even escapist in conventional

leftist critique where top intellectuals more or less use

marxist instruments to stigmatize and exorcise the top people

in the economic sector, the rich, the owmers of means of pro-

duction - the private and state capitalists. It has been

convenient to see the enemy on the other side of the fence,

and - needless to say - this feeling has been richly reciprocated.

What is presented in this paper, however, is a view complementing

the view just mentioned, talking less about the sellers and

buyers of labor, the underprivileged and overprivileged - and

much more about the undereducated and the overeducated, well

knowing that the author himself belongs in the latter category.

What that means, however, is not that one has received too

much education but that one is put into a social structure

where this education is immediately converted into many other

social benefits, one of them being power. The mechanisms by

which this happens will to some extent be explored below, as

well as some ideas about how this would increasingly become a

social issue with highly polarizing effects and lead to some

type of struggle that eventually will bring about a more basic

transformation than those currently contemplated by the

Ministries of Education in western, industrialized, liberal

societies.

This is the background for the analysis offered in this

paper. But, to gain in perspective, we want to start by contrasting

Ministries of Education with a non-cxisting ministry - in a little

parable.



2. A parable: the Ministry of Katine.
 

We asmume that education is one of man's fundamental

 

needs, others being food, clothes, shelter, health. However,

there is a very basic differcnce in the approach taken by

contemporary governments in the "developed" part of the world -

and by implication almost everybody in the world today - when

jt comes to the satisfaction cf these necds. More precisely,

there is the difference between the government! s participation

in making the means of satisfaction available, and prescribing

in detail how the nevds are to be satisficd. Thus, many

governments bave ministries of food and there is even a UN

Specialized Agency in that field, but no government to our

knowledge has a Ministry of Hating. On the other hand, the

Ministries of Education do considerably more than just maxing

education available: they are, in fact, to a large extent

ministries cf schcoling. So, to gain in perspectivs as to what

this means,let us inagine the Ministry of Beating!

In doing so there is bugene Richter's Pictures ofthe

SecialisticFuture to draw upon © This satire, or negative
 

utopia which we might say today, appeared in the 1890's and

was used as we use it here, essentially as a political weapon

(Richter was the Ilader of the liberal Party in the German
3

heichsstag). we quote from the section dealing with "The New

 

State Cookshops": '

In the State cookshops everything, even to the smallest
details, has been anticipated and settled beforehand.
No one person obtains the smallest preference over
others The picking and choosing anongst the various
State cookshops cannot, of course, be tolerated. Hach
person hus the right to dine at the cookshop of the
district in which his dwelling is situated. ‘The chief
incal of the day is taken between 12 o'clock and 6 in
the evening. I!vervyone has to report himself at the
cookshop of his district, either during the mid-day
rest or at the close of the day.

XY an sorry to say that I can now no lenrer take my
meals with my wife crecpt on Gundays, as JI have been
accustomed to do for the last twenty-five years, inasmuch



as our hours of labour are now entirely different...

It is an inspiring thought to reflect that in every
State cookshop in Berlin on one and the same day cxactly
the same dishes are served. As each establishment knows
how many visitors it has to count upon, and as these
visitors are saved all the embarrassment of having to
choose from a Lengthy bill of fare, it is clear that no
time is lost; whilst there is also none of that waste
and loss consequent upon a lot of stuff being left,
which circumstance used so much to enhance the price
of dining at the restaurants of the upper classes.
Indeed, this saving may well be reckoned amongst the
most signal triumphs of the socialistic organisation..

All the portions served out are of the same size.
One insatiahbie fellow to-day who asked for more was
rightly served by being heartily laughed at; for what
more deadly blow could be levelled at one of the funda-
mental principles of equality? for the same reason the
suggestion to serve out smaller portions to women was at
once indignantly rejected.

One might now build upon Richter's parable ani

imagine a much more advanced Ministry of Eating than the one

behind Richter's Cookshops. Vor instance, a Ministry of Hating

with any self respect would care for the whole population; it

would see to it that eating is properly done by all age groups,

children, adolescents and adults. But should they have the

same food? - No, that would reflect lack of understanding of

how needs are age-specific, not only in terms of the quantity

needed, but also in terms of kind of food. Just as people have

talent they also have tastes, a basic task of the eating establish-

ments should therefore be to make people become aware of their

basic taste inclindtion. Once that awareness has surfaced the

person Should make his choice, so to speak develop his line of

eating, and it is the task of the state to make this line (within

a reasonable range) available to him. ‘Thus, as he and she procecd

through life an increasing differentiation will take place,

starting with a primarylevel of eating with many kinds of dishes

available but at a very simple level, proceeding to a secondary

devel where some fundamental choices have already been made and

the quality is better, and then onwards to the tertiarylevel

of eating where differentiation has been brought to a level of



specificity that corresponds to highly developed taste, and
the quality is first rate:

Wigure t. Phe MinistryofFating: the Basie Flow Chart.
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Of covrse, it is always to be foreseen thet there will
be people who have not come to sufficient taste avareness at
the time when bacic decisions have to be made: at the ages of
14 and 19. There should be 2 provision in the svstez: for such
people, they should be permitted to make a cross-over, subject
to decisions made by a Board of Review. Also, if «+t the
tertiary level somebody wants a specialized cating line en the
other side of the boar he should not have to take the whole
secondary line for that purpose, the last year should be
sulvicient to provide e basis of a more geeneral nature that
would develop his tastes in the new direction, Needless to
say, however, there is a limit to how many such changes any
Single person can make during his life: in general, once a
line has been chosen one would expect the citizen to stick to
it. Frequent changes of taste would be not only a sign of
tastelessness, it would be the typical mark of a rather wishy-wasny
person. such persons exist, it will be one of the tasks at the
primary cating level to develop ways of locating them so that



their fundamental taste awareness could be developed as early

in life as possible.

From the point of view of planning the scheme offers

extremely important potentials: one would know what food to

provide for how many citizens regardless of age level. This

would not be subject to sudden and unpredictable changes.

True, the system gives to each citizen the freedom of choice,

at the ages of 14 and 19 respectively, as is natural in a

democratic society. but the choices are public and there is a

commitment behind them: hence a basis for planning, for budgeting--

And so on, and so forth.

So, why is it that we do not have this type of ministry? For

one Simple reason: one may assume that people are sufficiently moti-

vated to eat to do so with no furtrer enccuragement, neither of

the carrot, nor of the stick types. There is generel trust in

people where eating is concerned - they may eat the wrong things

but eat they will if there is a supply and they can afford it. But

when it comes to schooling there is an equally general lack cf trust

in people's desire to be educated, hence the need for a very elaborate

machinery combining coercion to get people into the system (compulsory

schooling under the law), edding promises of remuneration to make them

have more of it - offering visions of prestife, remuneration, power -

roughly proportionate to the number of years of schooling. ‘“hereas

eating is seen as inherently rewarding, in need of no further moti-

vation, negative or positive, schooling is seen as badly in need of

external sources of motivation.

But does this not merely add up to one simple conclusion: that

the two phenomena are incomparable? No, for just as the organization

of schooling may serve as a dystopia if it is used as a model for

eating - maybe cating may serve as more of a utopia if it is used

as a model for schooling? In other words, maybe we could learn a

Jot from the way we actually do take our food, in most societies,

and translate it into a model for schooling?

We shall try to do exactly that, but in order to avoid that

this becomes a completely empty exercise in utopia-construction

a critique of contemporary schooling practices is indispensable.



2° A_eritiouc of schooling.

Schools exist in a social settling, this social setting

has to be choracterized. The basic social characteristics of

our industrialised, wenterm societies will for our purposes be

set down as follows:

I. Social Structure

(1) Vortioality, inequality, vertical division of labor

(2) Indiviaualisn, diversity, dissimilarity

Tl. Economie Structure
(1) he Tdea of Processing

(2) The Idea of Substituteability

The two characteristics of social structure that we have

chosen as a point of dene ture for the discussion combine together

into whet has elsewhere bcen referred to, and elaborated as a

Model If society, the Libcral society? an t

is unnecessary to draw upon all cf that, suf

say that stecn verticality and an emohasis on individualic:

combines into a pattern of incivicvelmobility. The foal of life

is to succecd, to succeed is to move utwerds, and society is
4

set up in such a way that it permits cone vowurd mobility

for a certain fraction of the members of society. This social

formation could be contrasted with a vertical, collectivist

structure where mobility is Frowneé upon, or even cembletely

absent. But it should also be contrasted with a horizontal,

collectivist society where interaction is set up in such

way that itv is not much more beneficial to some than to others.4

This lost point has to be delved into to become meaningful.

Tiere are several ways in which participation in inter-

1uetion may be bencficial to some rather than to others. let

3 for the sake of simplicity divide them into two: those who

pecome mich (on inerease of having), those wno become enriched

(1 dinerease in beiur). Accwwwiation of profits would be an4

 

chvious example of the former, mind expansion duc to participation

in fascinating, cngaring vork would be en cxaniple of the lattcxr.

Heneec, one basic preblem in the analysis of social structure would
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be to find to what cxtent society is set up in such a way that

interaction cycles arc created with benefits of ecither or both

Kinds accumulating unevenly or evenly. Vertical society, need-

less to say, would be characterized by uneven accumulation.

Economic structure is closely related to this, but the

way that wo conceive of that concept here is more material. oe

More particularly, we are thinking of the very useful distinction

between extraction of raw materials, their processing and their

distribution as well as the administration of the entire process;

the distinction between primary, secondary, and tertiary sectors

of production. The emergence of processing is identified as

industrialization, the emergence of distribution as commerciali-
 

zation; if both are negated one would have a society consisting

of self-sufficient units (individuals, families or groups) living

off the nature, either extracting directly from it or preparing

the nature in order to permit extraction. To permit industriali-

zation the conventional preduction factors, rew materials, raw

labor and capital, ave to be brought together at one place - it

is in their action upon each other that products ere producect.

In order to permit commercialization products have to be moved

and exchanged; for that reason means of transportation/communi-

cation are for commercialivation the same as meens of production

are for industrielizetion.

Underlying most industrialization and commercialization

is the idea of substitutability. Both patterns are based on

the idea that industry and commerce are going to convinue, as

mich as possible in an uninterrupted flow. For this to happen

there has to be a high level of standardization: raw materials,

raw labor and capital are pumped into the machinery in an endless

flow,but since the machinery (the means of production) is set to

receive certain inputs in order to produce the desired output

the inputs have to be substitutable for cach other. One lump

of raw matcrial has to be as good as the preceding; one in order

for one finished product to be as goad as the preceeding one.

find the same applies to commerce: it is predicated on the

assumption that experience mide with one product is valid as a

basis for predicting what other products of the same kind will
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be like. Noediess to say, underlying this fundamental charac

teristic of "nodern seciety" is insight into eencral and operative

principles, in other words seclence and technolory.

There arc some variations within the societies that are

bascd on the social structure ond the cconomic structure just

described. ies, mach contemporary political thoory, particularly

pased on differences between the socialist countries (Soviet

7Union ond Mastern Europe) and the capitalist countries (United

States anc Western Burope) centers around the factors of

ndividualism'and ‘ownership of means of production! Individualism

is seen in temas of the individual's own right to choose, on

his freedom of cxpression and frecceum of impression. In other

words, the focus is pieced on the mechanism of differentiation

rather on the differentiation itself. Thus, in the Soviet

Unien people are also neatly divided into all kinds of pro-

fessions, high and low, as they ere in the United States and

probably mainly out of their free choice, but even if it were

not out of their free choice differentiation with inéividuals

as the ultimate sorting vnit vould still be fw basic characteristic

of society.

As to the owmnershin of means of production: there is no

doubt that this is imporvent since it affects the use to which

the surplus value resulting from inaustrialivation end commer-

clelization can be put. ls is not obvicous, however, that it

makes much difference in whose hands the decision-making is;

at best this is one among very meny conditicnus. Incidentally,

that view also has the flaw of overlooking the important role

played by mcans of transportation/communication, focussing too

one~Sidcdly on the means of production.

One of the many dangers in singling out these two dimen-

sions, done in the liberal critique of socialist socicty and

the marxist critique of canitoalist society respectively, is a

tondeney (certainly most pronounead in the Liberal critiguc)

to forget about the  secend dimension . But it is quite

sible to set up a production process in cuch a way that

the means of production are collectivixzed end everybody frets

the same material benefits; yet come people heave much more



interesting, mind-exparding jops than others. Similarly, sub-

gtitutability of one person for another in the production process

does not disappear with the collcectivization of means of production

or salary equality; on the contrary, such transformations may even

facilitate substitutability because people become more similar.

It is not our task here to go deeper into this than we

necd in order to say something about schooling. However, we

have to justify the point made in the introduction: that

education in general and schooling in particular must be analyzed

in a social setting. The reason why is that we think the society

with the four characteristics mentioned above is beset with some

very basic problems, and for that reason is likely to undergo many

sharp, discontinucus and probably also disagreeable changes in the

relatively near futuré ~ from the United States through Western

and Bastern Europe to the Soviet Union (it will be noticed that

the analytical dimensions emphesize their similarities.)

Why? Simply because verticality is inextricably

associated with exploitation of those at the bottom, in the

poorest countries so much so that they do not even heve their

fundamental needs satisfied, in the richer countries by tying

the overwhelming majority of the population to boring, even

personality contracting jobs; because individualism detaches

individuals from each other, even pitting them against each other

in relentless competition for mobility; because processing in

the way mentioned serves to move production factors to places

of accumulation, thus creating steep center-pveriphery gradients

within and between nations; and because substitutability also

applies to people, making them into spare parts in the productive

machinery, thus creating mass alicnation. This is a rather long

register of sins, by no means unknown, and it shows up in such

phenomena as material and spiritual starvation, psychosomatic

symptoms related to loneliness and competition, enrichment of

the center and impoverishment of the periphery, basic uncertainty

about the meaning of the whole thing. ‘he system can be kept

floating to the extent thot it provides bread and circus

for the masses: Jn the periphery (masses) of the Periphery, however,
: : . . fy

(countries) it does not cven do that and the results are forthcoming.



Obviously, with this kind of perspective on the @ominant

social, Lormation of the world today and its future - with which

one may acree or not - any effort to talk about "schooling in

future sociely"would not take the form of a simple extrapolation

fron the present, Lor instance in temas of nuinber of pupils,

number of teachers, number of schools. On the contrary, future’

studies in this field would have to deal with the crisis of the

social order depleted, and the role of education and schooling

in that cornection.

Our thesis is simple: schools are partiv a reproduction,
FAeetnee ee mame cit atsaa oe

homie structureof

 

portly the social
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lemee,. OF course, by being a reproduction, by  
Mirroring macro-society in the microcosm of the school, even

of the classroom, there is already a reiniorcement because the

process of schooling is away of setting accuainted with general.

social pevtterns, even to the point of intcrnelising them. Put

in addition to that echools also serve the social order ina

more direct manner, to be indicated below. Thus, there are

two hypotheses Linking the fate of schools to the fate of soclety:

an incipect one in terms of reproduction end a direct one in terms

of reinforcement. But, referring to the points made in the intro-

duction: we are not at all postuleting thet changes in the

schocls will come as a tail effect of changes in society atae

On the cantmary, the question to be discussed in the following

section is to what extent the jiinkase between the two cari make

schools more of a pivot element in social transformation.

However, to delve into this more has to be said abouv the

two hypotheses, about indirect end direct Linkaec.

(1) As Loreproduction: thet the whole schooling system serves as
meeen oesete rt eae

an illustration of verticelity is in no need of claboration.

There is ranking within ranking: within ranking: pupils are ranked

jin terms of ability, classes or forms are rauked numerically as

renges on a ladder within a school system, the syatema are ranied

de. terms of princry, secondary, tertiary. Jt is probably only

voc Militery sector of society, «= d some very Tew others, that

can muster a verticality as pronounced ond sSormalized as the

school syvaten.



Put in addition to this there is the fundamental teacher/

pupil proftessor/student verticality. There are those who teach

and there are those who learn. Moreover, this distinction is

correlated with are, thereby reproducing the parent/child

relation.

individualism is not difficult to trace in the school

system cither, for the basic assumption is that the individual

is the ultimate educational unit, the receptacle of knowledge.

Knowledge does not reside in any grovp consciousness but in

individual consciousness, and the supreme institutional expression

of this is, of course, the examination. In the examination

individuals are pitted against each other in a competitive race,

even to the point thet expressions of solidarity in the form of

helping each other is denounced uncer the category of "cheating";

schooling anuyit is antithetical to the institution. This makes

example of fragmentation of the uncerdog, slthovgh generally not

so extreme as the fragmentation encountered during examinations.

Verticality and individualism together combine into patterns
7

of structural violence! when we add to these two elenents the

way in which the whole school system is an exercise in penetrationJ ’

 

the systematic formation of consciousness from above, and also

in a marginalization whereby pupils anc students remain the

second-class citizens of the institution. The way schools are

set up, generally speaking, will tend to make structural violence

look not as a structural disease but as the normal structure, the

way society not only is, but even should be.

That the school system also is isomorphic with the economic

structure is fairly obvious; after all, it is designed within the

same basic social framework, the same underlying ethos, to a large

extent by the same people. Essentially it _is a system for the
 

processing of raw children into processed children, at three
 

different levels: primary school graduates that must be regarded

as some type of semi-manufactured goods, secondary school graduates

that to a large extent serve as inputs for the tertiary level, out

of which come the finished products, the tertiary graduates. Thuc,

society starts with unprocessed children, and ends up with more

or Less finished products at three levels - total processing
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requiring as much as 20 years. ‘The similarity is obvious:

raw material flows through the means of production, here called

meens of education - schools ‘he output of one institution

serves as the input for the next, since they are coupled in

series like in any other production process The workers (here

called teachers/professors) are more skilled the closer one

comes to the tail end of the process, and considerable capital

is pumped into the total machinery. A school, hence, becomes

a meeting point for raw materials, labor and capital just like

any other factory, and tend to concentrate in bigger cities

the higher the level of processing - again, just like any other

factory.

substitutability is served through standardization of the

schooling process. Education is industrialized, it is mass

production rather then individuel attention, it is not artisanry.

Like pupils should be treated alike. This is referred to as

"justice": they should be comparable all over the country.

Now, if education production is as similar to economic

production as we have tried to make them look in this vaver,

then there should also be similarities in their unappleuded

consequences. More particularly, there should be something

in education corresponding to such characteristics of economic

cycles as ecological imbalance, exploitation and alienation.

To start with alienation: in most countries today the

educational system would be one of the biggest institutions,

comparable to the army, and to the biggest corporations combined,

in terms of number of people involved. They cannot be compered

in terms of assets since the theory and practice of economics

are peculiarly poor when it comes to expressing, in monetary

terms, the value of an educational investment. But the educa-

tional cycles running through ministries, professors/teachers

and students/pupils are at least as extensive and alienating

as economic production cycles passing through the headquarters

of multinational corporations, their daughter companies ard

the lowest paid workers out in the fields. A pupil or student

in a school does not have more control over their own situation

than a worker in a factory. ‘This docs not necessarily mean



that there ave others that have much more control. It may

also mean that the processing cycles have become so involved,

S0 extensive that they master people rather than vice versa,

including those at the top.

Under the general heading of cxnloitation, or uneven

accumulation, avtention is focussed on a well-known problem

in pedagogical theory: "vertical" versus "horizontal" learning.

in general it is probably more enriching to prepare a class/

Lecture than to listen to the result of that preparation, pro-

vided the preparation docs not become too repetitive. Potentially

teachinz develops teachers/professors more then it develops

pupils/students; the latter probebly develop best in interaction

with each othcr. Similarly adecision-making develors the subjects

more then the objects of decision-making. ‘The system of education
ais replete with both types of verticolity.

Finally, there is the problem of ecological imbalance -
 

is there anything corresvonding to this in the cducaticon cro

duction? Witnouwt pressing the analocy too far, we think there

is: if "raw pupils" Correspons to "raw materials" then they can

be sect as parts of nature. ‘through the processing that takes

place in schools they are transformed, and much contemporary

pedagogical critiuue centers exactly on the way in which they

become decreesingly natural, and increasingly become artifacts

adjusted to the system, rather than vice versa. There must be

some limits to human plasticity, twenty consecutive years in

primary, “eon and tertiary education is some kind of

pollution of human nature.

And as we pollute we also deplete: there will be decreasingly

many unpolluted human beinss around with increasing educational

growth just eas there will be less and Less unpolluted nature

around with increasing cconomic growth. In fact, the insistence

in several socialist countrics that varticeularly students should

break up their studies and work for some time on farms and in

factories may be seen as a way of "recycling" muman nature, not

only as a way of equalising conditions between students, farmers

and workers. On the other hand, as a resource human beings are

renewable, ney orcs are bern every day, every second sa there to

always a chonee to rethink, retorinuiate and reform the entire process,
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(2) As to veinforcement: ‘The ways in which this particular way
 

of setting up education serves the general social order can new

be discussed, and the first general heading to be used is

Schools serve verticality and individualism by sorting .

people into levels (as defined by level of schooling attained,

and how well they did at the examination), and dine (type of

specialization). Imagine a big undifferentiated heap of

children who are fed into the machinery at the same big intake

and then moved forward into increasingly differentiated

Lines, with many branching processes, some of them forking

upwards, some sidewards. The net result are outputs that are

already verticalized in terms of so-called talent and individualized

in terms of so-called interest. At the end of each pipe the

products that emerge are mutually substitutable, they are

eguivalent to each other. Jf one shonld pass out another one

could be put in its place.

The key words here are talent and interest ~ the words
 

that serve as a basis of vertical and horizontal aration. The

difficulty does nov st with the letter but with tho former,

and here the idea thatpeople are born unequal in terms of talent

in gencral, and intelligence in particular serves as the under-

lying rationale for vertical sorting. The important thing about

this rationale in this connection is not so much the three

related ideas that intelligence is genetically transferred (or

at least genetically conditioned, that it differs considerably

from one person to another, and insignificantly throughout the

person's life-spen as ideas about when talent in the form of

intelligence manifests itself. Here it looks as if the physio-

logical growth curve has consciously or unconsciously been taken

as a modcl. ‘The idea would be that to everybody there is a

certain potential as to how tall or intelligcnt he/she is going

to be and that potential is already built into the person as a

program at birth, or at the moment of conception. Ideally it

should be possible to assess it at that moment, or at least

prenatally; foiling to do so one has tu wait until the potential



has unfolded itself, been actualized. Since people are known

not to srow much more after the are of, say, 16 to 18 the

implication seems to have been drawn that this also applies to

intelligence - more or less repardlcss of how it is defined.

The underlying model has been something like the curve dericted
4in Firmurce 3:

Figure 3. alent as_a function of ace,
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Now, the point to which we want to draw the attention is thav

according to this type of thinkines conclusive sorting can be

done before the age of 18, bet should not be done before the

age of, say, 12 - by that time the difference between actual
wadand potential may still be of such magnitude as to render the

sorting invalid. In other words, the idea serves as a rationale

for sorting the young person as a tecnager. Thus, schooling

enters tne entire time~cosmolorey of society more or Jess saying
 

the following: iff schooling is to serve the purpose of corting

then it is necessary and sufficient that it enters a person's
ohlife-cycle at such a time that the sorting can take place when

the person is in his or her teens. And this means, in turn,

that ecucation is driven in as en increasingly expanding wedre

between Childhecd and Work as fundamental sepments of the total

Jife cycle, as depicted in Iigure 4:

my theLife-cycle.Figure 4. The four phases _o
©
 

Childhoad Hducation Work Retirement

a. | | | |
1 1 | |

Barth Death



However, there is no compelling reason to assume that

the model of physiolosical growth can serve as a paradigm for

talent growth; rather, it looks as if talent (or intelligcnce

for that matter) expands by being used, and that the most

important use is challenge. TIlience, the reason why education has
 

been given this particular position must be found in some other

social function it serves to place it at that intervel: if it

were placed carlier in life parents would be divested of much

of their power of early influence; if it were placed later in

Life there would not be any age differential to speak of between

teachers and learners, hence less verticality and no continuation

of ancient transition rituals over which the elders have command

in the form of examinations. YVhe argument that it is useful to

have education first and then practice it in work may apply to

some very essential tools traditionally taught in elementary

school (the three R's), but there is much reason to believe that

training is best when work and ecucation are permitted to go

hend in hand,in a dialectic relationship. in other words, the

counter idea would not be to place"education"after "work"but to

intersperse them after a short exposure to "education only".

As the system is schooling delivers the goods to society,

vertically graded and horizontally differentiated, with an under-

lying ideology and time cosmology. What happens then? What happens

is a process of allocation whereby the output of the schooling

sorting process is fed into the productive machinery of society.

By and large what happens is the following: primary school

eraduates are put into the primary sector doing agriculture and

extraction work; secondary school graduates are put into the

secondary sector as skilled workers, functionaries; and tertiary

graduates are put into the tertiary sector as professionals and

administrators. There are very many exceptions to the rule,

but by and large we assume the semantic identity between levels

of schooling and sectors of economy to be an expression of a high

devel of empirical correlation.

How can this happen? Simply because there is a basic

underlying correspondence: as one proceeds from primary versus

secondary to tertiary levels of production what is beings done is
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increasingly abstract, decreosingly related to pure, unprocessed

fatare = and as one moves upward from primary via secondary to

tertiary levels of schooling the content ot what is being taught

is a@lso increasingly abstract. ‘This correspondence, however, is

only meaningful if both dimensions are corcelated with pawer..

end prestige dimensions in society, and they are. More power

and prostisce are given to he who has more schooling in modern

society, the old idea that mental work is somehow finer, better

than manual work is reflected in the higher prestige accorded to

the tertiary than to the secondary and primary ceetors; hence

the content of schooling has to be increasingly abstract as one

moves along the escalutor upwards. For if it were not some of

the knowledge needed for a tertiery sector occupation would already

be revealed to junior and senior high school graduates, ana if

in edcdition terticry schooling should mainly consist in trainings

the body for manual work and skills the whole systcm would be

completely upset.

fhe allocetion is not only in teras of sector, e21so in terns

of Level within sectors, The ranting insice the school system as

to sectors, thean22 oD ao
n
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within the class as a guide for level allocation. Tus experience

at school can be seen es @ training in getting used to structural

violence, end nartioale rly in getting used to underdogs roles.

Gevading may be seen as a way in weich those at the bottom learn

to accept thoir preper station in life. And examinetions may be

seen as a way of getting used to the fundamental division they

willl encounter later on: between those higher up who formulate

the problems, and those Lever down whose task it is to tackle

the problems, but eccording to pre-set rules. It is much more

chellenging to make a problem usead Por an examination than to

solve it; Just as it is much more challenging to solve the

problems dimpinzing on orranizations (factories, fimas, institutes,

ministries) than to be those Lower down whose task it is to

jraplemeont the solution.

Whitin the eloss eradinc: intevoduces a verticn) rankins from

high to low; but examinations introduce a sharp distinetion between

Arose who rin the pyoten nod those wre are ran by it. ochoolinsf

9 woele broathine doa cithber celbingey pence, pehool tres iitcanorssy

obthor thinness a process for tlie Momlacir Lae-of underdopst.



4, Alternative education: an imare,
ehare oe

The goal of education goes far beyond education in the

narrow sense of schooling: as emphasized above it becomes 2

question of what kind of society one wants to reproduce in the

institutions designed for educational purposes, and of what

kind of society one wants to see reinforced, Imagine we want

a society that is less vertical, less fragmented, less bent

on processing people, less concerned with making people sub-

stitutable for cach other. On purpose, we formulate the goal

modestly, only ian terms of "less" and "more" = one might also

talk in terms of societal forms that are horizontal, based on

solidarity, on autonomy and general participation. But let us

stick to the modest formulaticns and speculate about what kinds

of changes in education might be conducive to that kind of

society. In doing so we are obviously operatins on two levels:

how to negate the reproduction aspects and how to negate the

reinforcement aspects of the current system.

We could now have procecded item by item, starting with

the reproduction of verticality inside schools, speculating

on the type of changes that might bring about the nesation

wanted, However, there is never any simple type of one-to-one

correspondence in social affairs. A change will have impacts

on more "items" than one, some of: the effects may be opposite

to the direction intended, and so on. Hence, we shall prefer

to present a list of changes as such, and try to speculate on

their effects, particularly since these changes have a certain

inner logic that also has to be respected. However, we shall

nevertheless start with a fundamental change that has particular

bearing om verticality , processing, substitutability and sortine.
The change suesested is not structural, it has to do with

ideology, one might even say "social cosmology", since it has to

do with the very way in which we coneeive of human nature. In

liberal society individuals have to be ranked in our mind in order

to produce compatibility with the vertical structure in society;

and structural and ideological chanres in this field have to fo

hand in hand = it I8 not trie that one of them can be carried
4: pa cannnenga OD

out without the other or follows as an automatic consequence.



(1) Anew idcolory of humca differentiation: taste rather than talent
eresaedatern enters Fema me sowed teen ain st
  

A basically new educational ideology would be needed for almost

any, change to bo mentioned to be meaningful. Could one imagine

an ideology which would cmnphnasize taste or interest much more

than talent; and a society where tastes are more horizontal,

and talent is considercd Jess meaningful or secondary or

ephemeral? Boday talent is typically considerea basic, to @

large extent innate, even inherited; and tustcs more secondary
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highly ephomeral, Hence there is @ question of viewing a ver-)and

son in such a way that talent is somchow downgraded and taste
t 4

upgraded ~ would that be meaningful at all, or only artificial ~
~

It cannot be denied that at any given point in time there

are some people who do something better than others. However,

when that observation is embedded in @ context including

- the idea that when doing something else the ranking order
may be turned around, and

- given more equel opnortunities all ranking orders may
become auite divferent

the ranking is supposed to mellow. This is about as far as

contemporary liberal society has come in its critique of talent

raning: make iv multidimensional and purify iv through the

condition of equal opportunity.” But +the latter can acvually

be seen as taken from the methodology of experiments: in order

n
oto compare the strength of materials expose then to the sane

test under the same conditions (pressure, temperature, etc.).

The net result is not less but more concerned with rank, and a

higher level of valicity in the sorting underpresent — ocial

conditions, leaving those who ere: sorted out with.ot © .fenses.

Instead of these two modifications of talent ideclogy one

might think in terms of two other nuclei of crystallizetion for

an ideology that could be more productive if cquality and eovity

are the goals:

~ the idea that potential talent is about the same in ail,
but that it has to be developed

~ that the key to the development of talent lies in its use
through challenge.

According to this position actual differences in talent would be

Seen as artifacts, produced by social conditions that distribute

challenge and opportunity to use talonk very unevenly - e.F.

throush patterns of fundamentally vertical division of labor.

In an ideal society providing for maxiivom oclt-realivation for

all, tolent would prove to be caunlly distrilacted according to
1 * oO ‘ t . .

bisdics frei yi feud yy paves
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But - imagine that the conditicns of ideal society were

approximated, that talent showed an over-all increase, but that

increased averege was accompanicd by increasing dispersion in

talent, or at least not by a decrease, Of course, there would

be the usual argunent "when prophecy fails": that the expected

and desired effect would come later, that the conditions are not

yet guite satisfied, ete, Whot, one may with full justification

ask, would there shen be to fall back upon?

Not en argwaent in terms of empirical facts, but in terms

of fundemcntal values. One may simoly declarethat people are
 

equalintalent, and see what changesthisimplies, 4 good
 

example is the Declaration of human rights where people are

precisely declared to be ecual in humen rights, a decilaratim

that had profound impact on the social order, and still constitutes

basis for social change according to a fundamental value - the

extension of voting rights being only one example! Similarly,

a corollary of the idea that ell people are euval in talent would

be equal salary to all, except on the besis of such externalg A ’ r

charocteristies as seniority or nosition in life-cycle (since

people vrobably need most money in early marriage, when starting

ahome, it may well be that the correlation should be negative

with seniority - which it also partly is, retirement way being

usually lower than regular pay).

Thus, a new ideology can probably be founded on the basis

of one hypothesis and one value assumption, or bovh - if one fails

the other inight still serve as a basis, It should be emphasized

that they are both compatible with fundamental values of equality

and ovlinian where human futere is concerned,

(2) Abolitionofexaminations; abolition of vertical sorting
 

When something similer to schooling is made use of for

people who are still defincd as Children, or for people who

have a@lready entered Work or Retirement, cxaminations areusually

rot included in the program - neither in the kincerpartens, nor

in the countless courses offered the adult population, Op rather:



if they are included they are more for pedagogical than for

SOkLing pyeposes, They serve as a point of concecntraticn for

teaching end Loarning activity - as a way in which the pupil/

student con check his own progress and the teacher/professor his -

rather than as a way in which the teacher/professor (on behalf

of himself and the society in general) cheeks the pupil/student.

This pedagogical use of examinations is hardly the subject of

any attack except for one thing: it remains problematic how

useful they actually are for tho purpose of learning. It is

the old problem of the means that become an end: to be clever

at examinations becomes a goal in its own ent regardless of

whether it furthers deeper learning or not.

The institution to be abolished would be exéemination fc

sorting, or more vrecisely: the gr@éacd exit diplome. An exit

diploma in the form of a "cerviticate of attendance", accordcd

to all those who heve attended, participated and done a reasonable

anount of work gereraiiy agreed to es acceptable is not what we

have in tind. In that case there would be only "pase" and "fall",

it being understood that the diploma would be given io the

majority of those who want it ~ for 1%¢ would be honcei that cdu-

cational institutions would attract people who simply are

interested in being in it, regardless of any diploma that might

come out of it.

Thus, the model would be more similar to the Perpie’e high

schools founda in Nordic countries than to, say, a mi itary

acadeny with a very finely meshed rankings system mirroring the

extreme concern with rank found in military institut ‘ons of the

conventional kind (as opposed to guerrilla organizations). 13

There might be a picee of work to be made towards the end, more

Similar to a seminar report as known in universities, and to be

evalvated in terms of pass/fail by teachers and fellow students,

But ait would have to satisfy seme very iinportant requirements:

- the topic should at Least partly be selceted by the
students Ghomselves

-~ the work should be nexformed partly individuelly ar GLa Js

colloetively, in Vudl cooperation with others
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~ the work should be done over a longer period, in full
consultation with all books ete.

- the work should be meaningful; a major task of the

toacher/proiessor would be exactly te be helpful in finding
meeningful tasks even the smellest school children could
perform, Coreen

~ the product should be criticized in a collective session,
the svudents who produced it should be able to answer for
themselves in that session without recourse to various
forms of eid,

 

- after the criticism a revised version should be handed in
and increased ability to take well-founded criticism into
account would be one major goal of the whole educational
exercise.

Thus, "cheating" would be meaningless,for mutual aid would

already have been built into the entire educational venture.

Ideally, those who leave the institution would know the challenge

of @ problem, would know something about how to fing what they

needa to solve the problem, would elso know something about

personal responsibility and cooreration with others in that

connection, In this there would be growth, and certainly not

rote learning. The examination in individual seclusion, with

candidates trained in giving correct responses to written or

oral stimuli (and to guess these stimuli beforehand) would beoo

out; in its place would come something much more similar to

real life situations. The classical examination is only similar

 

to one thing: itself (although it has some important similerities
oo cemirevsay.saetyeeanraine > wb

with court case procedures), and hence essentially a training in

non-problens and fictitious situations,

lt shovld be emphasized that the abolition of exit exams

would make children/students/people more equal, as eaual when they

leave as when they enter school. It is quite clear, however, that

the necd and desire for sorting could then take the form of

 

  

vaminations instead. To this highly complex problementrance
namepaneasene Bey tem he

this pives vise to two types of answers: that such exams are at

Loast potentially more relevant, mere geared to the particuler

needs of that orranination or institution, ond that further work

towards more horigontality will have to take place within the

organization itself, Schools should not be a part of social



verticality in general but should, like friendship, lieve,

family life, leisure activities as much as possibile be kept

out of it. This is not oniy because of the agony of exams,

but because of the way they transfifrure pedagosical activity,

because the gradicnt of forgetting after the exam is very steen,

probably evon steeper than the gradient cf learning before it,

and so on, 4

To this it may be objected that all kinds of cram schools

would emerge, lixe in TApORs training, even processing people

for entrance examinations, V9 0ng s is an evil because it tends to

have the same distorting effect - but it should not serve 45 an

excuse for keeping examinations and grading. Rather, it shoulda

Serve as a good reason for exploring the conditions under which

the sorting of applicants for a vacant job could teks place artter

they hed shown their worth on the job for some time, or by
Ld
Lerast erconstantly redesigning work so vhet is a netter corres-oO

pondence between demond for and sunoiy of jobs, An examuie of

the latter would be & return vo more Labor intensive forms o.

production, But more fundamental than that approach would he

t

the general idea of learning-on-the-job, end of shaping the

lis end interest.urn/ factory/firm/institute according to the ski

of those who work in it) rather than vice versa,

(3) Freedom ofeducational choice

It is a remarkable feature of the schooling systcm we know

that in spite of the individuelicnm of Western societies there is

relatively little opportunity of individual choice. Or more

correctly: there is considerable freedom at the kindergarten and

preschool levels, en unstructured activity with lots of initiatives

Left to the children themselves; and a pnrttern of considerable

freedom at the college and university levels. 1t is it the levels

of clementary junior high and senior high schools thot the

processing model of schooling is most adequate: the cnrriculum is

pre-prepared for the pupils rather than chosen by them. Not only

is there Little freedom of choice, but the individualism idun

expresses itself as frarmentation rather thon diversity.



With standordised curricula and Jow level of latitude the

difference between the students cmerging from a schooling process

would be in terms of amount of knowledge acquired rather than

Find. What they have studied is usually very predictable.

Having caid this it is also clear that there are two

empirical models available of alternative schooling processes:

the kindergarten and the collese/university; or rather those

institutions at these levels where a high level of freedom

exists. Would it be possible to combine the playfulness of

a non-outhoritarian kindergarten with the freedom of choic

built into, for instance, an American college system and make

it a viable besis for the school levels mentioned? We think

so, and would Like to make come indications in that direction.

The idea is very simple and very well Imown: let each school

present a number of units or building blocks from which the pupils
a

cam pick themselves, constructing their own curriculum. These

building blocks could be conceptvally orgenized alcns a horizontal

axis according to subjects: languages, mathematics, physical and

natural sciences, social studies, humanities, various types of

occasional skills, physical education and so on; and along a

vertical axis according to level (elementary, intermediate,

advanced). With m fields of study and n levels this would yield

men units, and it would be the task of any central schooling

authority to see to it that each school is in a position to offer

all these vnits. As a matter cf fact, it would probably be best

if all three school levels were combined and so-called adult

education was added to it - for reasons to be given below -

keeping various age groups together as much as possible. It goes

without saying that more "academic" and more "vocational" subjects

Should be offered under the same roof.

4

The pupil selects and constructs his own curriculum - but

there could be some constraints on his end her options. Thus,

there could be the idea that the choice had to satisfy a cercain

sele of dispersion, for instances that vocelional units, or academic

units, should not constitute less than one third of the totsl choice.



fhas, he who is heading Lor carpentiy would add a sizeable

omount of Tanpguuges, secial studies, physics and mathematics -

and she who is headed for architecture would add carpentry and

welding, together with practice in construction work. The basic

poin’ an this requirement, obviously, would be to contribute to

bridge-buildins bebween mental and manual work, making both--

end jobreconstruction possible as transition

 

stratecies towards more howvizsontal societies, because of flexibility

there also be a requircment as to the averepe Level  
attad

ideodlasy would have as a very fundamental concent the idea of

the mumber ofunits traditional schooling
 

comp.
aterestce

schoolingprocess. In a college this might be

 

when «& certain nuxbor of credit poirts had been accunulated,

combines with attaining the tighest Jevel in one field of

study (the major). In afidition te that there wovld usualiy

also be a stipulation of nomber of years,or time units,recerded

as necessary and cutficiens for the completion of the process.

sometimes the empnasis might be only on the number of years

hes

actually been acquired (or skills been imparted): this would

Se } xa wr FOO}: - Tan mesconsidered necessory, regarcless crt how mach imeowSe

 

be reverred to as compulsory schooling.

Yhe most radical suggestion in this connection vould be to

dispense with all three considerations and simply see a school

as a resource available to the citizens as a birth r ght,

something they may attend and hopetuly cnjoy acc ng to their

inclinations. They pick tne units they want, sub, uc i to the

rule of dispersion, and might even skip some of the clementary

levels after a certein maturity of study has been attained, and

with the help of a littic, more or less guided, seif-study combined

With ciscussion sroups with other students in the same situation.
  

One hight say that the tirthvight would entitle them to a

certain number of units, even given to them in the form of a

non-tronsferable set of covpons that they might make use of

ey time during their bife span. his would actually mean that

ront people would be in the process of education, not classifiable

as having completed this or that - and thit would hove some

important implication on the sortings aspect ef schooling. For

vw
«



even if cxaminations are abolished, as argued in the preceding

point, peceple might still be ordcred according to the school

level attained, or the number of units completed for that matter.

ft would be very difficult to eliminete this factor completely,

but a society where people at any time could add more to their

educational record would make any classification less permanent

than it casily becomes today.

Less radical formulas in this comnection would be limitcé to

some flexibility where the idea of "finishing school" is concerned.

Instead of any male to the effect that it should be completed,

normelly, after x years, one would stipulate an interval, for

instance x42. his would permit pupi’s to have some of the same

privilege as students have in many universities: to adjust the

speed by which they are flowing throuchn the system to their own

individual needs and capacities without being stigmatized for

that reason. Thus, a university stucent in a tolerant university

system like thet found in Norway would not be stiemeatized if he

uses seven years rather than five, but if he exceeds ten years

it is likely that he wovld be labelled accordingly (as a

"semester-elepnant", “eternal student", etc).

Similarly, one could have relatively flexible rules when

it comes to number of units: an intervel rather than a voint

on the numerical scale. The important thing wovld be to keep

the concept of "completion" vague, something like adult education

institutions which people attend and leave,and nobody is very

much concerned with how many courses the person completed. The

focus is on the fact that the person did participate, and the

field of study. And the same would apply to the idea of a

"major": it could also be an interval, not the number 13 no

major at all, two majors, three majors---. The person with no

majors at all. might become one of the key persons in our confusing

society, the famous "generalist" - and the same might apply to

the person with four majors.

In the idea of freedom of choice there would not only be

the element of freedom of comnosition, but also the freedom of

time order. In other words, the units should be composed in

such a way that there would be = minimum of constraints on the

time sequence, of the type “an order to take course B43 one has



te complete Al, B2, C1 end Di". One might Leave this to the
pupils to decide, maybe they would discover shortcuts, new
combinations, the need for self-study, and the important

discovery that freedom of choice is the freedom to make
fundamental cistakes, including the freedom to learn from

these mistakes.

When pupils compose their own individual curricula it is

obvious, from a purely edministrative point of view, that there
will be holes in the agenda. ‘The conventional model of schoooling
as something that takes place every week day from 8:30 a.m. to

3 p.m. (or something like that) can only be maintained under the

condition of standardized proces Sing, But there are few things

one should be less afraid of than these holes since they can be

used for self-study, discussion groups among pupils (and a basic

condition would be that all schools would have facilities for

such purposes), not to mention for out of school activities, such
as work. That this should be combined with more theoretical

study is obviovs, and the society thet has come furthest aLOM
4

ifsuch lines today is, no dovbt, the People's hepublic of China.
Jn other words, what we are arvuine is a much more flexible
attitude with rezard to time: instead of the hi; ly concentrated,
densely packed educational expericnee we would « sue in favor of

a dilusion of this along the time dimension, wit) plenty of holes

every Gay, week, month, year.

One way of adding to this fleexibility would be for pupils

to move more from one school to the other. Although all selooclis

should otfer the same minimum set of units (so as not to dis-

advantage pupils in more peripheral parts of the country) schools

should also be encouraged to ard according to local facilities.
Schools should be similar enourh to permit transfer of pupils

as well as teachers, yet dissinilor enough to make this transfer

a , new educational experience.

Thus, it is felt that changes in this direction would piay

up to individual taste and diversity, to a non-alienated educational

experience and play down any possibility of a lasting sorting of



people through the systematic use of schooling processes for that

purpose. Put there arc deeper aspects of such changes to be

elaborated bclow.

(4) Desebooling through deprofessionalization of teaching.

Ivan Jllich has launched a slogan of "deschooling", pointing

to the ritualistic aspect of the schooling experience and the

18176 would like to carrydiscriminatory use made of diplomas.

the idea a little bit further, partly by pointing out a concrete

process through which deschooling could take place, partly by

transforming Tllich's point from a brilliant attack on present

schooling to a more positive vision of alternative systems.

Just as much as examinations have no parallels in real

society and only are similar to themselves, schools also

exist in some type of social vacuum, being dissimilar from

the rest of society except in fundamental structure - as indicated

in the third section. Above we have argued in fevor of the

part-time puoil/student; so whv not argue also in favor of the

part-time teacher/professor? This would be a person who is only

partly engaged in teaching and in addition to that holds some

other position in society, drawing from tnat experience in the

activity as an educator.

Complementary to that notion would be the idea of society

in general as a joint educational experience. Imagine a farm/

factory/firm/institute - to mention the names of organizations

in the various sectors of economic activity - visited by pupils/

students wanting to supplement Mducation with Work. For this

to be meaningful a conilition would be that those who work there

on a more regular basis would be not only willing but also able

to add a pedagogical dimension to their daily life. They would

have to engage in some reflection on how their knowledge,

insight and skills can be transferred to others, including not

only the technical aspects of their job but also the whole

culture that poes with it, the subtle web of ideas and relations

spun around any type of work. In other words: teachers should no

longer have any monopoly on teaching, that should be o shared
 



coneerm evenly distributed in society at Jarre. No doubt this
 

y
May oo counLor-productive Prom the point of view of some

narrowly conceived norms of efficiency, but highly effective

S a means of social interration.

Che most important wey of deprofessionalizing the teacher,

hewever, would be to make the learner a teacher through the

combined operation of self-study and discussion groups. And

this is where the structure of eating rathec than the structure

of education comes in as a helpful metaphor: eating typically

takes pases in @ multiplicity of Horns: from the autonomy of

the person who helps him or herself, vie the horizontality of a

family or group preparing « meal tovothen, to the verticality of

a restaurant where one picks among prepared courses and the

Bs

authoritarian structure of the canteen offering only one meal.

for all. To introduce this variety to everybody would imply

such architectural changes in our underused homes as studics in

addition to kitchens,with shelves as something built into new
1¢ + ,

apartments Like cupboards, and so onl? And it would also point

   

 

o oye a
and restmurenin the direction of the educationalcefeteri wy

 

4where peonie would simply enter, singly or in frouns, sit down

by their table (which might even be a Stemmtisch to which they

would come day after day, week after week), oréering educational

material from the local "teacher" whose task it would >e to

provide them with avpetigzing educational "courses"

kitchen storage (is the double meaning of that wv ontal?)

And in a sense that would be more of a re~cofessionalization

than deprofessionalization of the teacher: the teacher as a

person who facilitates a discussion rather than aos the sender

of a message to be received by the pupils, as the cause of an

effect that takes place inside them” Of course, there would

alweys be room for classical teaching, particularly of knowledge

and skills that are the answers to wroblems for which there

seems to be only one solution - like how to cenjueate German

verbs. But there is little doubt that a completely new pedn-

goricol role is in the process of formation, and that it can

only be embedded jn a new educational structure if it is to be

meaningfal as noiuked out by Danilo Polai’l and Pando BPreire.??i

Tt may be thet the best course in te denis the course ~ pupdis acd
teachers torethcr - Like the chet whe prevore conti ne to cataune.



(5) A more floxible time cosmolory.
 

We mentioned in the third section that much of the

current education structure is based on the assumption that

Education is an interval between Childhood and Work, ana~that-~

one of the rationales for this particular time onder is the

sugeested analogy between physiological growth and talent

manifestation. Iducation has to come late enousch to serve the

purpose of valid sorting, yet early cnough to be a preparation

for worse. This preparation is not only in terms of knowledge

acquired and skills imparted, but also in terms of structures

to be internalized.

Above we have mentioned the idea of interspversing Education

and Work, which would only mean to carry further what has already

taken place in many societies with the institution of adult

education or re-education. How:ver, in Pigure 4 there are also

two cther phases of the life cycle: Childhood and Retirement.

How can they be combined with Education?

We would then define Childhood as some type of irresponsible

playfulness, as simple Being, and Retirement as the same out with

amuch higher element of restbonsibility. Retirement must then be

distinguished from senility which would be rather similar to

Childhocd, making the line in Figure 4 into a circle, an idea

which may also be said to be indicated by the term "life cycle".

There are two ways of answering the question just asked:

to bring tducation into Childhood and Retirement, and to bring

elements of what is typical of Childhood and Retirement into

Education. Let us look at both.

The first would bring us in the direction of life-long

education starting in eorly childhood and never ending - stretching

way into retirenient22 But there is a difference between what has

been developed here and the ctondsrd concept of permanent education:

cadvucation should not be seen as nermanent, but rather as inter-

mittent, something that comes in phases and intervals - andthese

phasesandintervalsiire notcont rnour con tinvous. One of thewie eeone tee name noe VOUSCOM"

most dreunatice forms of ctlructural violence bLuilt into the present



educational syoucm met be the conuecutive institutionalisation

of chiddseon and adolescents, Sor pericds as long os 12, 16 years,

nareielining them by taking them out of general social circu-a

tation. dsolatines them in schools /imivenaitine .

But the iden oF filling the gaps in an education schedule

) above, is insufficient and by farw
wwith wovls, indicated under {

too puritan. Why not also reappecring intervals of Childhoad,

of playful activity, completely non-instrumental forms of being?
7AAnd, more problematicelly, how could one build this into the

educational experience itsell’ - something that would be very

different from hishly non-humorous. provoundiy critical,

discussion groups about such topics es "the social implications

of teaching arithmetics rather then grarh theory in elementary

mathematics courses". (fhe implication sieht be that arithmetics

gives g004 training as a produce: and consvunier in a canitalist

society whereas xnowleces of mraph theory might serve as en

« * 4 : 4 — tothe ele pra YOO
excellent tool in uncerstanding social structures better).

Probably the answer to this lies precisely in spreeding education
“

throuchout the tire cycle in such a wey that it no longer becomes

subsecuent phase in Lite, nor some type of92 preparstion for

alternative way or living, but Simoly one aspect of social life

in general.

But what about Retirement? There is one good model of

anticipatory retirement: the sabbatical yeer enjoyed by university

professors. This form of existence seems to function like the

recharging of batteries, but if this is the case any other member

of society should be entitled to the same. School teachers should

have the same right, and so shovild school punils: the right to be

teken ont of sebool, with no stirma attached, and enrare in some

form of highly crentive, self-recliazing, joyful work, in other

words Ly prexis.°

Mhus, the coneral argument would be in faver of as mich

virhure of these four types of secinl exastenea ac possible,

Sh. the time makings the structure surficiently flexibie to leave

the fundamental decision wabhane woen gb comes to not only

conposinge education but one's entire Life style, life cycle to



the person himself and herselt. And if that were really practiced

the age composition of a group of people studying torether, using

dialogue as a major vehicle for development, would be as diverse

as the people sitting in a cafeteria: all ages, both sexes,

people from all walks of life. It is in that setting that the

teacher would be more of a helper and facilitater and less of

a bess ~ and schooling less of a process Sor manufacturing

underdogs, and more of a setting for cooperation and autonomy.



(C) Conclusion: Some Strategies.
 

hese are far-reaching changes, end they would all work

arainet a society that is vertical and histiy individualized,

anc be particularly resisted by those on the top of that society:

those in charge of production (private anc state capitaiisn) and

in choree of administration (the burenucracy). Thome at the

top might pick some of the elements in this packare but not

enough to threaten the basic structure of verticality ard

Hence, it is our contention that momentum for more fundacental

change will have to be taken from the poriphery rethcr than from

the center of society; there is too much vested interest at th
4

center (not meaning necessarily a Minister of Bducatin, but the

high seat of private and state capitalism and edministration).

More particularly, there ere two tyvoses of periphery thet should

be hienly meaningful in this connection: the school districts

in general and the more cenvral districts in particular, aud

schoo] pupiis in generel and the high school puoils in particular.

ochool districts may asx for more autonomy. for decentralized

1erel sch ol cdistriets

 

decision making. However, if the perir

are heavily subsidized trom the Center cf societ, -a they are

unlikely to revolt. Also, new ideas about elucai..w:. ere more

likely to emerge close to the Center vhean in the Periphery; so

we would assume that the centrsl distwicts would be smong the

first to put action behind the seneral demand for decentralization.

One model in thic connection would be to leave most of the

educational planning to the districts, nd to severei school

syotems within one district. They might then apply for support,

and the state budret of education misht be turned into a council

dispersing Lunds upon application, more Like a University Grants

Commission. like individual scholars applying for research

prants the initiative would come fron below, the prant-pivins

agency would operate within a wice band of ideas as to what

constitutes a legitimate school system, and disperse funds

accordingly. Phe asswaption, then, would be that there is more

latent diversity thot enn be released when distriets sre reiven

more autonomy than can be built into the system by any kind of



design devised Drom the top.

School pupils can rebel, but mout Likely to do so are those

in the hifher erades. The free university model that we have
been drawing upon ahove applics most immediately to them (or

at least soa people seem to think), and can be comminicated to

them not only through direst knowledee of the noxt step on the

educational ladder, the university, but also through elder

siblings, further ahead on the cducational track.

fhe most significant steo hif¢h school students conld take

would probably be a strike arainst examinations. In many

countries such examinations are ceremoniously prepared with

standardized problems (or rather fictitious non-problems) prepared
by the Ministry and circulated confidentially well ahesd of time.

The organized absence from scrting ceremonies of that type would
,

Shake the educational establishment consi¢erably and stamp ous
avertical sorting of pupils/studenis as illegitimate, even immoral.

No doubt the motivation for such action would vary over time

and it is quite nossible that it is lower today than it was

at the end of the 1960's - for instance because liberal society
proved itsclf auite capable of absorbing much of the impact of

the studcnt revolt of those days. But such ups and downs ere

normal in any movement, and it is almost inconceivable that

pupils, even students will continue acouicseing in humiliating

examinations for ever and ever.

In conclusion let it only be said that the type of persons

who would emerge from educational processes of the kind depicted

above are considerably less likely to tolerate the verticality

and irrationality of contemporary "modern" societies. Whey

would demand « different job structure, more compatible with

the structure built into the education system. And at this

point it should be remembered that even with the time flexfibalaty

extolled above many people would spend a considerable portion of

their total life span in some type of education, which means that

the cducational structure would make an indelible Juprint on chon

and constitute a model, even a paradigm of what the social

structure should be like. Vor that reason chanees in education

structure might have both a direct and an indirect effect:



directly by forcing other sectors of society to be compatible,

and ~mdixectiy through the internalisgation in the members of

society as basie patterns ef social lite. ‘to take an example:

jobs have to be built much more around individuals with their

peculiarivics when cducation is made in such a way that.

individuals ere Less substitutable for each other (so that

individuals could more easily be fitted into pre-defined jobs),

iaAt the same time, persons used to composing their own cducationalif

experience jostead of being processed according to schenes made

by others will demand something similar of the job structure in

society and in doing so they would already have taken a great

step towards a higher level of sutonomy

Finally, one little note on the future studies aspect of

this essay, Looking at these "stravemics", how do they fit into

future studics? No dovbht in many countries tude’, oc > tainly in

most, the two factors pneinted to are both weak ar. Oe. D0,

does this not simely mean that one picks out the wwe, os, tondencies

or factors one Likes and elevates them into a orominent position,

referring to the result as "Puturology"? No, for "fLeture studies"

as here conceived of have little or nothing to co wits. »redictive

futurology. Rather, the essumption is thet social fucwss cannot

be predicted becouse it is in our capacity to tra ny social

"law, The purpose of such studies is to try to 1 he forces

that could be unleashed, the waver on which to rid t

use future studies consciously and conscienciously as a tool in

the service of certain values. And these values heve, hopefully,

been made quite explicit in the essay.
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S a revised version of a Paper presented at the

social Sedc ee Research Covneil, bondon, March L974. An earlier
version of the paper was presented at the Annual Meeting of
Norsk Pederortklehan, otavanger, February Ly/2, at the ineugural
scosion of the Austrian Politacal Academy, Vienna, February 15973
and as lectures for students of pedarory, Universsity of Oslo,
October 1975. Phe paper was also debated at the institute seminar,
Inatitute of Sociology, University of Oslo, May 1974. I am indebted
to discussions all places, but the responsibility for the conclu-
Slons drawn rest entirely with the author.

* This is
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1. For a general. pronentation of this way of thinking see the
authors! "structural Pluralism and the Future of Human Society".

2. Included in a very useful reader, M.. Berneri, Journeysof
 

Utopia. (lew York, Schocken Books, 1971) pp. 281-292. The passage
quoted in the essay is from pp. 288-89.

3. The reference in footnote 1, particularly pp. 274-79. Also,
see the authors! "Christianity and the Pight for Peace".

4, The type of model one would have in mind would be something
like the People's Comimne in contemporary China.

De The probloms we ere thinkirs of hseve mostly to do with all
the characteristics that have recently come to the foreground:
psychosomatic symptous caused by stresSS all the consumption of
pills, ete. ~ in other words, it hes to do with mena, psycho-
logical aspects of oxploitation iImore than the material aspects
Since abject poverty to a large cxtent has been abolished in
rich luropean socicties (but not in the United States).

 

6. The "results" we are thinking of here are, of course, the
mass revolts that have taken place in Periphery. countries in
this century. More particularly,we are thinking of the fourteen
socialist revolutions (nine countries in eastern Europe, four in
Asia and one in Latin-America/Cub2) that all took place in the
periphery of the capitalist systom.

on of this concept see the authors' fruc WorldsTe For a definition
A Transnational Perspective, chapter 3.
 

8. These general value formulations @ve being explored further
in the World Indicatoxs Project, and cfforts to operationalize them
are under way.

9. For ideological changes can easily remain intellectual
exercises, and structural changes may become formel, lacking in
content if there is no corresponding ideological development.

10. -articularly important in this connection is the work by
Walter Feinberg, University of Jllinols, on the Jdeo1rogy of
Educational Oportunity.

11. Of course, it is also an example of how one circumvents
changes by making new inforinnil sbeuctures: (corporations, expertise)

that may carry considerably more power than is accounted for by
the commonity shared social myth.
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Ie, The tdeolory here deseribed seems to be slowly emerring,
and ib would ve interesting to hove some larre scale research

op the distribution of cducationul ideologies, eress-nationally
and intracnabionat ly.

1% fi study corried cut in Norway under the leadership of
Kai Piene on Syouems of Grading reverted that the Military Academy
Was DAG organction with the mont ciaborate system,

  

4. It bas been impossible for me to levate studies demonstreting

this - whieh 1s an atecelf interesting since iv should bt’a major
focus of receerch although it misihd& oise have a devastating impact
on money pedarerical myths, However, more intuitive analysis of
the cxperionecs of oneself? and others seem to point in the direction
inGicatved.

  

   
  

15. Por a conmient on the educationsl system in Japan see the
author's 'S L. veruetunc, Revention structure and Life bong
Bdeweken: Seoe of Jan:em" in voview of ad Policies
for Bdue FAPAN, (Paris: OCD,AC7T)Sp.¥

         
  

16. In the current suggestion for reform in Norway this point
"poof" is interpreted brosaciy to mean "within the same district".

17. For som:
Galtung and Fun

  rpressions in tho chapter on Meaucetion in Johan
s rrom the Chinese, Oslo,1974.

 

 

 

18, Jo the book DeschoolingSociety, World Perspective Series, 1970.
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woule be that changes are ‘going te taxe place in hotel architecture
as well.
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20. JT am indebted te ocrofessor Arne Ness for this particular
formulation.

Ol. For a statement aheut the programme of the new school in
Fortin sce: see Dunile hol ci, The Maieutic Approach, the Plan of
a New haucational Center at “Partinico, Fros) t, 1975, pp.137-146.   

x

22, in his rightly famous book Pedagory of the Opnvessed.
 

25.6 For a further elaboration of this perspective see the
reference in footnote 1, particnlerly pp. 283-292,

24. the present author has for some years been trying to
develop a tex ‘ book in mathematics, based on praph theory and
other mathematical schools that mirht make mathematics more
moun mera) tox soedally conscious oupilse, and even stimulate
bat social censciousness., Farbicule rly luportant in this rerard

PPG Gipormocont work by the BPrenele mavhtome ticiaun/orchitect

Soe Pp endaimnan.
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CO. Toanm indebicd to proteusor Hihailo Markovic for this particulor
way of interpreting the verm “rroxis".


